
 
 

SATELLITE PROGRAM 
(the program may be amended) 

 

June 14, FRIDAY 

Hall GREEN 9  
Free entry for all categories of badges 

 

8.30-10.30 Legal educational program for a cosmetologist. Documents without which there is no way...  

Author and presenter: Moskvicheva E.V. 

 

10.30-11.30 Promotion of a personal brand of aesthetic medicine doctor in social networks. How to 

attract primary patients?  

Author and presenter: Avramenko A.G. 

 

11.30-12.00 Break 

 

13.00-14.00 Workshop of the ACADEMY OF AESTHETICS company 

Collagen revolution. Protocols for layer-by-layer restructuring of soft tissues. Author's techniques.  

Presenter - Kanzha Ekaterina Anatolyevna 

 

14.00-15.00 Break 

 

15.00-17.00 Methods of regenerative medicine in cosmetology.  

Moderators: Zorin V.L., Zorina A.I. 

15.00-15.20 Dermal fibroblasts and their role in skin aging. Zorina A.I. 

15.20-15.40 SPRS-therapy and skin profile. Zorina A.I. 

15.40-16.00 PRP-therapy and stromal vascular cell fraction. Zorin V.L. 

16.00-16.20 Laser technology and PRP in the correction of skin defects. Chebotareva Yu.Yu. 

16.20-16.40 Combinations of methods. Zorina A.I. 

16.40-17.00 Comprehensive treatment of complex scarring of the skin. Kogan L. 

 

 

 



June 14, FRIDAY 

Hall GREEN 5-6-7  
Free entry for all categories of badges 

 

10.00-11.00 Workshop of the MedConsultant company 

Chemical biorevitalization as an aid in preparing for the beach season with minimal risks. ТМС3 system + 

aederma - possibilities without limits. 

Presenter - Luzhetskaya Angelina Valerievna 

 

11.00-13.00 Workshop of the IPSEN company 

Modern aspects of aesthetic botulinum therapy 

Chairmans: Redaelli A., Parsagashvili E.Z. 

11.00-11.30 Balance between internal and external age: The role of Abobotulotoxin A in the concept of 

“ageless”. Redaelli A.  

11.30-12.00 The clinical significance of the morphofunctional interactions of facial muscles for the effective 

management of the patient's age manifestations. Parsagashvili E. Z.  

12.00-12.30 Ageless strategy for persistent confidence: patient needs, clinical and molecular profile of 

abobotulotoxin type A. Redaelli A.  

12.30-13.00 How does a patient look beyond the age? Clinical experience with the use of abobotulotoxin 

type A in the correction of facial wrinkles. Sanchez E. A.  

 

13.00-13.30 Workshop of the PHITOGEN company 

Markers of age, perioral zone, lips. Endocrinologist's comments. 

Presenter - Marina Rusova  

 

14.00-15.00 Break 

 

15.00-17.00 Aesthetic medicine in the service of health: not only of beauty. 

Moderator: Turkevich A.Yu. 

15.00-15.15 Threads as a way to rehabilitate the effects of the facial nerve paresis. Gulyaev I. 

15.15-15.30 Prevention of age-related changes in the cervical thoracic region with the help of BTA. Larkina 

S.  

15.30-15.45 Combined aesthetic correction in the facial nerve pathology. Dynamic face asymmetry.  

Surovykh S.  

15.45-16.00 Aesthetic possibilities of correcting the acne after-effects. Lekomtseva M. 

16.00-16.15 How to prevent medical complications during aesthetic procedures. Turkevich A.  

16.15-16.30 Face symmetrization after removal of soft tissue neoplasms.  Mikhailova O., Kobaladze N. 

16.30-16.45 Features of aesthetic correction of cancer patients. Reznik A.  

16.45-17.00 MTS Medical Microneedling System with mesotherapy complex as an optimal tool in 

successfully solving the problems of skin health, restoring beauty and youth. Golovkina Yu.V. (Corneal) 

 

 

June 14, FRIDAY 

GREEN 8  
Free entry for all categories of badges 

 

10.40-11.40 Workshop of the “National Beauty Company” company 

PRX-T. New Protocols and Reverse Peel 

Presenter - Starovoytov Artur Vasilyevich 

 

 

 

 

 



11.50-12.50 Master-class of the RHANA company 

The author's technique “Dermal Lifting” — a minimally invasive method for correcting heterochronic 

involutional changes.  

With the demonstration of the procedure.  

Presenter - Bychkova Natalya Yuryevna  

 

13.00-14.00 Workshop of the CLS company 

Correction of the facial contours. Reference points. Aesthetic and age features 

Presenter - Surovykh Svetlana Viktorovna 

 

14.00-15.00 Break 

 

15.00-16.00 Master class of the VIVASI company 

Presenter - Benjamin Asher  

 

 

June 15, SATURDAY 

GREEN 5-6-7  
Free entry for all categories of badges 

 

9.30-11.30 Workshop of the ICG company 

New technologies in dermatology and cosmetology from leading industry experts.  

Ilya Kruglikov: Local Dynamic Micro Massage (LDM): from science to practice.  

Elena Gubanova: combined methods of rejuvenation - lasers, fractional RF, biorevitalization, injections. 

 

12.00-14.00 Satellite symposium of the DirectaLab company:  

HI-TECH DirectaLab Cosmeceutics: advanced recipes for everyday tasks 

Moderators: Ikonnikova E.V., Roberti A.R. 

 

Ikonnikova Evgenia Vladimirovna 

Physiology of involution and skin repair mechanisms: what does skin need? What the beautician needs to 

know? 

Antioxidant skin protection: innovative and affordable recipe with long lasting effect  

 

Protocol Alfa+ as a powerful antioxidant protection, as a modern remedy for photo-aging and its effects, as a 

unique enhancer that increases the effectiveness of any anti-aging treatment. 

 

Lebedyuk Victoria Georgievna, Roberti Anna Robertovna 

Hyaluronic acid preparations and skin: the chronology of the aesthetic result, is it possible to influence and 

maintain the effect of what Cosmetoporation is.  

 

The chronology and physiology of biodegradation of the dermal filler, which affects the timing, how the 

aesthetic result changes with this. High-Tech In.Derma formula based on the innovative 

Cosmetoporazione® technology. Effective intradermal transport of the active substance is a condition for 

supporting action and aesthetic result. 

 

Reznik Anna Vyacheslavovna 

Dermal muscle relaxant: prolongation of the visual effect of botulinum toxin as an affordable and effective 

opportunity for any patient 

 

The boundaries of the possible botulinum therapy in cosmetology, which affects the duration and severity of 

the aesthetic result. Are there any available methods for prolongation and visual potentiation of the effect?  

 

Ikonnikova Evgenia Vladimirovna 



Sensitive skin as a given and risk factor: tactics and recommendations of a cosmetologist and products of 

directional action. 

 

Criteria for determining sensitive skin, chain and a combination of reasons. The algorithm of therapeutic 

understanding of the problem and its correction: primary care measures, professional correction measures, 

medical procedures. Cosmeceuticals complex composition, with unique elements aimed at the causes of 

sensitive skin. 

 

Questions/Answers, Discussion 

Attention!  

Special cosmeceutical lottery for the Symposium audience! 

 

14.00-14.30 Break 

 

14.30-17.00 Workshop of the MERZ company 

"Lips and skin quality" 

 

17.00-18.00 Workshop of the Academy of Scientific Beauty company  

Additive optical technology in a multifunctional platform Estetica 2.0 

Presenter - Nikolay Alekseev 

 

 

June 15, SATURDAY 

GREEN 8  
Free entry for all categories of badges 

 

9.30-10.30 Master class of the VAYKOMED company 

PRX-T. New Protocols and Reverse Peel 

Presenter - Starovoytov A.V. 

 

10.30-11.30 Workshop of the CLS company 

REVI - biorevitalization course in one procedure. Unique drug with a double protective effect. 

Presenter - Abdushukurova Malika Maksumovna 

 

11.30-13.30 Workshop of the IPSEN company 

Features of contouring and mesotherapy in solving aesthetic problems” 

Chairmans: Gubanova E.I., Kobaladze N.K. 

11.30-12.00 Facial harmonization with NCTF and fillers. Kobaladze N.K. 

12.00-12.30 Injection technology. Reznik A.V. 

12.30-13.00 How to choose the right means for contouring or mesotherapy?  Vyskub M.N.  

13.00-13.30 Results of non-professional approach: investigative and judicial practice. Shafikova L.E.  

 

13.30-14.00 Workshop of the MEDEX company 

3D-modeling of the face. Combined use of hyaluronic acid fillers and threads in the same procedure for 

optimal results. 

Presenter - Urman D.S. 

 

14.00-14.30 Break 

 

14.30-15.30 Workshop of the ALLERGAN company 

An integrated approach to treatment with the use of Botox and fillers of the VYCROSS line. 

Presenters: Razumovskaya Elena Alexandrovna, Kapuler Olga Marselevna 

 

15.30-16.30 Workshop of the NIKOL company 

M VS F: The masculine and feminine gaze - how we see beauty. 



Presenters: Turkevicht A., Reznik A. 

 

16.30-17.30 Workshop of the BELLA-SYSTEK company 

Combined methods of using fractional RF Infini and transdermal delivery of drugs using a thulium laser 

LaseMD (Lutronic). 

Presenter - ROBERT GLEN CALDERHEAD (UK) 

 

 

June 16, SUNDAY 

GREEN 9  
Free entry for all categories of badges 

 

12.00-13.00 Workshop of the BTL company 

EXILIS ULTRA 360 capabilities: silhouette correction, effective lifting, female and sexual health. 

Presenters: Klaus Hoffmann, Silantyeva E.S., Astafieva E.A.  

12.00-12.30 Preparing the body for the summer with EXILIS ULTRA 360 and the Body by BTL protocols 

Klaus Hoffmann 

12.30-13: 00 ULTRA FEMME 360 Vulvo-Vaginal Remodeling in 25 and 55 years - Features and Solutions 

Silantyeva E.S., Astafieva E.K.  

 

13.00-14.00 Workshop of the ESTECOM company 

Correction of the lacrimal sulcus. Variants of the needle and cannula work. Prevention of possible 

complications. 

Presenter - Akzamov Timur Arslanovich  

 

14.00-15.00 Break 

 

15.00-17.20 When the patient is not quite healthy: cosmetology, somatics, comorbidity. 

Moderators: Araviyskaya E.R., Bakulev A.L. 

15.00-15.25 Intestinal barrier as a potential object of age-related diseases.  

Shapiro I.Ya.  

15.25-15.45 Mimic wrinkles in terms of overall health. Orlova O.R.  

15.45-16.05 Comorbidity with psoriasis: new look at the patient and his treatment. Bakulev A.L.  

16.05-16.25 Acne associated co-morbidities: update for specialists. Araviyskaya E.R.  

16.25-16.45 Immunological aspects and etiopathogenetic mechanisms at the basis of the edema syndrome 

associated with atypical active mono and mixed herpes infection. Indilova N. 

16.45-17.00 The initial state of the connective tissue as a predictor of the development of autoimmune 

reactions to the injection of fillers. Goleschikhina I.N. 

17.00-17.15 Herpes. The main aspects of antiviral therapy. Herpes simplex - the problem and solutions. 

Herpes simplex: a look at the problem. Mikhailova T.L. (GlaxoSmithKline) 

17.15-17.20 Discussion 

 

 

June 16, SUNDAY 

GREEN 5-6-7  
Free entry for all categories of badges 

 

12.00-13.00 Workshop of the NEROLI company 

 

13.00-14.00 Workshop of the Bella-S company  

Correction of a body figure using the ULFIT device. Focused Ultrasound. Method. Efficiency. Results 

 

 

 



June 17, MONDAY 

GREEN 9  
Free entry for all categories of badges 

 

10.30-12.00 About trichology -  exciting things 

Moderator: Silyuk T.V. 

The use of a complex preparation based on hyaluronic acid and sodium succinate in patients with various 

forms of alopecia. Stakhurlova V.V. (Hyalual) 

 

 

12.30-13.00 Break 

 

12.00-12.30 Workshop of the MEDEX company 

Camouflage bryley. Formation of a beautiful face shape. The subtleties of multilevel rejuvenation work are 

the combined techniques of using SkinPlus-Hyal fillers and mesothreads of various Meditronic 

modifications in the aging correction programs for various face morphotypes. 

- Dr. Lee Churl-Won,  

- Dr. Dmitry Urman 

 

 

14.00-15.00 Workshop of the MARUGA company 

Profhilo - Hybrid complexes of hyaluronan - new frontiers of cell reactivation.   

Presenter - Rebrova Olga Mikhailovna 

 

15.00-16.00 Break 

 

16.00-17.00 Workshop of the Academy of Scientific Beauty company 

Pre-Launch. New generation of PREMIUM class dermal fillers — CYTOSIAL (France). Velvet 

technology is a patented process of homogeneous crosslinking of hyaluronic acid to ensure high rheological 

properties and perfect gel uniformity. 

“RG point - Author's method of creating a natural image with contour correction using CYTOSIAL 

(France). Less for More — creating a natural volume in the middle third of the face using 1 point of 

injection.” 

Presenter - V. Redka-Svoboda 


